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# 1                   Standard, Earth and Space Science 1 

1) Which diagram correctly shows the orbits of Earth (E), the Moon (M) and the Sun (S)?



# 2                   Standard, Earth and Space Science 1 

2) Students study two planets: Planet X and Planet Y.  The table shows the characteristics of the two 

unknown planets.

Place a check in the boxes to classify each of the four planets as having the same characteristics as  

Planet X or Planet Y



# 3                   Standard, Earth and Space Science 1 

3) Planet L is an inner planet and Planet R is an outer planet.  Both planets are located in our solar 

system.  Compare the possible characteristics of each planet.

Place a check in the boxes to identify the possible characteristics of each planet.



# 4                   Standard, Earth and Space Science 1 

4) The table shows some of the characteristics of four different objects in our solar system.



# 5                   Standard, Earth and Space Science 1 

5) Which phenomenon is caused by the same force that causes objects to fall toward the surface of 

Earth?

.



# 6                   Standard, Earth and Space Science 1 

6)  The planets in the solar system are in constant orbit around the sun.

Which force is responsible for maintaining these orbits?

A. Electrical force

B. Magnetic force

C. Force of friction

D. Force of gravity



# 7                  Standard, Earth and Space Science 1 

The chart describes features of 

some objects in space.

Label the objects in the blank 

boxes in the chart to identify 

whether each feature describes 

the sun, the planet Neptune or 

both.

Drag the color of the dot which 

represents your answer to the 

appropriate box.  

● You do not need to fill in all 

the blank boxes.

● Place only one object in 

each blank box.



# 8                  Standard, Earth and Space Science 1 

A student models the motions of the Sun and Earth to understand why the Sun appears to 

move across the sky from sunrise to sunset.  In this model, the student represents Earth and a 

light represents the Sun.

Which model demonstrates  this appearance of the Sun moving across the sky?

A. The student holding the light at arm’s length and turning in a circle

B. The student walking around in a wide circle while the light sits on a desk

C. The student spinning around in place while the light sits on a desk nearby

D. The student standing and the light being moved over the student’s head



#9

Identify whether it is day or night at point X and explain why.

Then, identify where point X will be located in 12 hours and explain why.



#10
The diagram shows the planets 

in our solar system.  Determine 

the compositions of the inner 

and outer planets based on their 

location in our solar system. 

A. Place the correct 

“Composition” label for the inner 

planets in the blank box.

B. Place the correct 

“Composition” label for the outer 

planets into the blank box.

● Place only ONE label in 

each box.

● You do NOT need to use 

all labels.

Mostly 

Gas

Mostly 

Liquid

Mostly 

Solid



#11

A student investigates the 

pitch of sound with identical 

water glasses containing 

different amounts of water.  

Different pitches are created 

by tapping on the rim of each 

glass.  The vibrations rate of 

each sound is measured and 

recorded in a table.

Using this data as a guide, place a 

check on a water level needed in 

Glass D to produce a pitch lower than 

the pitch produced by Glass A.

● There may be more than one 

correct answer.



#12

The flower appears blue in sunlight.  

Blue, green, red, yellow, and other 

colors make up sunlight.  

Move the color labels into the blank 

boxes to show which color(s) the 

flower absorbs and which color(s) it 

reflects.  

● You do NOT need to fill all the 

blank boxes.



#13

A ant crawls up a table leg from point X to the top of the 

table to point Y.  Then it crawls across the tabletop to 

point Z.  The graph lines show that each square 

measures 50 cm in length.  It took the ant 2 minutes to 

walk from point X all the way to point Z.

What was the average speed of the ant?

A. 4 cm/min

B. 25 cm/miin

C. 100 cm/min

D. 200 cm/min



#14

A student designs a method to increase the 

temperature of water in a glass.

A. Tell which color of cup would absorb the most 

heat.

B. Tell which position (down, left, right) of the 

lamp would increase the temperature of the 

water the most.

● Choose only ONE cup.

● Choose only ONE lamp.



#15



#16
Design an experiment to test how either force or mass* can 

change the motion of a cart.  Use the following guidelines:

● Each fan has an equal mass*.

● Each cart has a mass* of 2kg.

● The mass* of each box is shown.

● A fan set on low exerts a small force on the cart.

● A fan set on medium ecerts a medium force on the cart.

● A fan set on high exerts a large force on the cart.

A. Choose to investigate either force or mass*.  Tell your 

selections.

B. Place a fan and a box on each cart to design an 

investigation to test the motion of the cart.

C. Predict which cart reaches 5m/s first by telling either 

Cart 1 or Cart 2.

D. Then, select the reasoning that supports the prediction.

.*MASS/WEIGHT

● THERE MAY BE MORE THAN ONE 

CORRECT ANSWER.

● YOU DO NOT HAVE TO USE ALL OF 

THE MASSES* OR FANS.

● YOU MAY USE EACH OBJECT MORE 

THAN ONCE.

● ONLY PLACE UP TO TWO OBJECTS IN 

EACH CART.



#17

Ball X and BAll Y start from rest.  

A force is applied to each ball.

A. Draw force arrows into the 

blank boxes to show the 

strength of the forces that 

act on Ball X and Ball Y.  

The length of the arrow 

shows the strength of the 

force.

B. Draw on X on the position of 

each ball as a result of the 

force applied to it.



#18



#19



#20



#21



#22



#23

A. Draw or circle the area in Ohio to show 

where you would find the greatest 

number of small mammals feeding on 

American Beech Tree seeds.

B. Draw a direction arrow in the blank box 

to show how an opossum population 

living in that area would change if the 

trees were cut down.

● Use only one direction label.

● There may be more than 1 correct 

answer



#24

Suppose the squid population in the 

Antarctic declines.  Identify one other 

population that would decline as a result 

of fewer squid and explain why.

Identify one population that would 

increase as a result of fewer squid and 

explain why.

Type your answer.



#25



#26



#27



#28



#29

The forest experiences a severe drought that kills 

the greasses and shrubs living under the trees.

Describe one way the loss of grasses and shrubs 

would affect the other organisms in the ecosystem.

Explain why the loss of grasses and shrubs would 

have a more significant effect on the energy flow 

within the ecosystem than would the removal of 

the wolves and lynxes.



#30
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#32



#33



#34



#35


